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some food to eat, a cave to protect
myself from being eaten by a big
creature, and then make a flute to play
some songs by the fire.
But perhaps it shouldn’t be. Music
has always been a form of communication and expression, as well as the
decoration of passing time. Perhaps
those distant ancestors played songs
and told stories huddled around a
campfire in order to keep each other
from being afraid of the wild creatures
roaming in the dark. Perhaps they
also discovered that music can offset
the mundane aspects of life. Art and
music make life beautiful in addition

lies what may be its most profound
beauty. The guitar has the ability to
make a person’s life better. More specifically, I think a person’s well-being is
enhanced when they have the ability
to express themselves in a musical language. It’s as though engaging in the
music-making experience gives us entry
into a world of whimsy, where we can
safely say what we want to say, and
wrestle with what ails us with creativity
and playful irreverence. We can make
sense of what we see. Playing music
can be the way joy is expressed when
words don’t fully explain or contain it.
Equally important, playing music allows
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Taylor Notes
Rosewood Update: New International
Trade Regulations Take Effect
New CITES regulations for the commercial trade of Dalbergia
rosewood took effect in January. Here’s what it means for you.

you might be better off selling the guitar
domestically. It’s recommended that
prior to any international transaction you
contact the CITES authorities in the
destination country to confirm CITES
import regulations, as they can differ
country by country.

The guitar’s voice is capable of
expressing thoughts and feelings
in ways that words fail.

THE CRAFT
Tools of Whimsy
History reminds us that making music is good for our well-being

O

ver the last 10 years, my wife
and I have talked a great
deal about a concept we’ve
come to describe with the word “whimsy.” I’ve watched artists, writers, painters, musicians, and other makers and
doers among us who build their lifestyles around what this word signifies.
Some might describe the idea in terms
of delightful inefficiency, playful irrever-

ence, or inclusion of the unnecessary.
Yes, it’s all of those. It’s the desire to
include creativity and fun in our endeavors. But I think there’s more to the idea
than just this.
Some of the oldest artifacts
archeologists have found are primitive
utensils — mortar and pestles for
grinding up grains or tree nuts — arrow
and spear points, and the remains of

encampments. These things don’t come
as a surprise; they’re bits of evidence
that tell of the core necessities of
staying alive. What might seem odd,
however, is that primitive musical
instruments have also been found
among these ancient essentials. If I
imagine myself living thousands of
years ago, it seems hard to believe that
my list of priorities would be to first find

to being a form of communication.
Deep within the human spirit we find
creativity — the appreciation and desire
for beauty — and somehow we know
there is an inherent good when we find
true beauty. This beautiful good is the
antidote for the drab and mundane.
When it is welcomed, its warmth casts
new light and causes a shift in perspective. I like to think of the shift as
one from staying alive to being alive.
For me and presumably for others,
the guitar and its music provide a muchneeded dose of this beauty every day.
We get to revel in the physical beauty
of the instrument as an object: the
richness and color contrasts of its
woods, the multi-dimensional shimmer
of a spruce top. There is the visual
delicacy of inlays placed just so, and
the allure of the instrument’s figure.
There is the aroma that wafts from
the raw interior surface of the timbers,
a remnant of the exotic locations
where the woods formerly lived as
trees. We feel the sensation of strings
simultaneously taut and lithe against
our fingertips and hear the harmonious
sound of tones complementing each
other, affirming each other’s beauty.
The guitar is without question a multisensory piece of artwork.
Then there is the music it creates.
It’s difficult for me to fully take in the
vastness of the guitar’s repertoire
over centuries, as it reaches from the
time-honed works penned by titans
of music’s history to the simple yet
meaningful tunes strummed by a student. The guitar’s voice is capable of
expressing thoughts and feelings in
ways that words fail. It inspires, weeps
and empathizes; it calms, excites and
explains; it moves us. I believe therein

us to share our stories as a way to
keep from being afraid of the wild creatures roaming in the dark.
For me, playing guitar has been the
entry ticket into this world of wonder.
After all, a guitar is a perfect balance
of beauty and practicality. It’s simple
and portable. It’s a curvy hollow box
with strings stretched over it. Yet it is
so elegant that the great composer
Frederic Chopin once declared, “Nothing
is more beautiful than a guitar, save
perhaps two.”
These are the reasons I’m so deeply
thrilled for us to introduce our new
Academy Series guitars, as well as our
little bass. These instruments are full
of whimsy and beauty in their simplicity. They’re approachable, maybe even
humble to some. Yet they offer an entry
ticket into the musical world where one
might not have existed before. My hope
as both a guitar maker and player is
they’ll take on a life of their own in the
hands of musicians all over the world
who use them to tell their stories and
make their music. I hope they provide
inspiration and a needed outlet for all
that we feel and see in life. Finally, I
hope they do their part in honoring the
trees they are made from, and the musicians they’ll serve.

— Andy Powers
Master Guitar Designer

Weight Exemption
for Traveling with
Your Rosewood Guitar
The CITES regulations aren’t meant
to be overly restrictive to individual owners of rosewood products like guitars,
so one helpful provision is an exemption for non-commercial shipments of
Dalbergia products that weigh 10kg
(about 22 pounds) or less. So, for
example, if you’re a musician planning to
travel internationally with your rosewood
Taylor guitar, or ship it, you won’t need
Some of you may be aware of
recently enacted regulations that impact
the international commercial trade of
rosewood. We wanted to share the latest information and what it means for
buyers, sellers and owners of rosewood
guitars.
At a conference held in Johannesburg, South Africa from September
24 through October 4, 2016, the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES) adopted a major regulation that heightens the worldwide protection of all rosewood species under
the genus Dalbergia. This impacts
guitars and other products made with
Dalbergia rosewood, which includes
East Indian rosewood, Honduran rosewood, and cocobolo (Dalbergia retusa).
The new regulations also apply to three
species of bubinga. All Dalbergia rosewood species other than Brazilian rosewood (Dalbergia nigra) will be regulated
under CITES, Appendix II. (Brazilian
rosewood is protected by even stricter
CITES regulations under Appendix I.)
The new rosewood regulations officially
took effect January 2, 2017.

What the Regulations Mean
As of January 2, 2017, import or export permits are required for commercial
trade across international borders of

Dalbergia in all its forms. This includes
raw materials, parts, and guitars with any
Dalbergia part. For a guitar, this refers
not only to a guitar featuring rosewood
back and sides, but one that contains
any Dalbergia rosewood components
(such as binding, a peghead overlay,
pickguard, or other rosewood appointments). Import/export permits will be
needed for anyone who buys or sells
internationally (whether a wood supplier, manufacturer, dealer, distributor,
or consumer). The CITES Management
Authority in the U.S., the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, has stated that this
regulation is neither a ban nor a boycott
of domestic trade in Dalbergia products.
For Taylor and other manufacturers,
it means that any international shipment
containing Dalbergia rosewood that arrived in the U.S. on or after the effective
listing date of January 2 must include a
CITES certificate from the country it was
shipped from. Typically, wood harvested
prior to its listing date is considered
“Pre-Convention” and may have a certificate reflecting such status.
Once the shipment arrives in the
U.S. with proper CITES documentation,
it can be sold and transferred without
requiring additional permits as long as
it stays within domestic borders. This
means U.S. Taylor dealers can freely
sell Taylor rosewood products domesti-

cally. Rules in the European Union (EU)
are similar, allowing Dalbergia guitars
that have been imported legally into the
EU to be sold and transferred without
additional permits as long as they stay
within the EU and certain EU Territories.
Any guitars we export to our European
headquarters in Amsterdam will include
all required CITES documentation.

What This Means
for Guitar Owners
For the vast majority of individual
owners of guitars made with Dalbergia
rosewood, the new CITES regulations
won’t impact you at all. It would only
be if you were to buy or sell a guitar
with Dalbergia rosewood internationally,
in which case the guitar would need
proper CITES documentation for it to
be sold legally. One example would be
if you live in the U.S. and want to sell
your rosewood 814ce to someone living
in Canada. Before you could ship the
guitar, you would have to apply for a reexport certificate from the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, pay an application fee,
wait to receive the certificate, and then
include it with the guitar when you ship
it. (You can download the form from the
Fish and Wildlife website: www.fws.
gov). Keep in mind that it could take a
couple of months to receive the certificate, so, given the time and logistics,

a permit because the guitar weighs less
than 10kg. (It’s only the weight of the
guitar that matters, not the guitar and
case.) Just be aware that if you wanted
to travel with or ship multiple rosewood
Taylor guitars, you might exceed the
10kg threshold. This would require you
to get a permit. One important clarification: This exemption does not cover
Brazilian rosewood. That requires a reexport permit because of its higher level
of CITES protection.
We’ll keep you updated of any
significant new developments. In the
meantime, we’ve set up an information
page at taylorguitars.com with the latest information and resources, along
with links to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and other organizations.

What is CITES?
It’s an international agreement between governments that was established
in 1975 to ensure that international trade in specimens of wild animals and
plants does not threaten their survival in the wild. A total of 183 countries
have signed the CITES treaty (including the U.S.), and are referred to
as “Parties” to CITES. Every three years, those countries hold voting
meetings, called conventions, to discuss and make changes to the lists
of species and the regulations that are designed to protect them. The
species covered by CITES are listed in three Appendices, according to
the degree of protection they need. You can learn more about CITES at
www.cites.org.
Why did Dalbergia garner the attention of the CITES Parties?
Law enforcement has recently found Dalbergia to be a major target of
illegal activity — accounting for up to 35 percent of the value of worldwide
seizures of illegally trafficked wild animals and plants. Taylor Guitars
supports this CITES regulation because greater enforcement should
mean better protection for the diversity and health of the species. We
fully support new processes and procedures that will document Taylor’s
compliance with the regulations and new permits.
Who issues the CITES permits required for commercial trade?
When a species is regulated by CITES, each Party (country) designates a
Management Authority to administer and enforce the CITES requirements.
In the U.S., CITES is administered under the Endangered Species
Act (ESA). The U.S. Management Authority is the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service (FWS). You can find a list of Management Authorities for each
country at https://cites.org. We’ll include a link on our rosewood/CITES
page at taylorguitars.com.

